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BARRON CEMETERY     [QU01]

This cemetery name appears in the on-line cemetery lists for Quemahoning Twp., but with no
data. However it appears to be an aka name [aka MC01] for a cemetery of this name in
Middlecreek Twp.















HOFFMAN EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH     [QU06]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but without any data. It is
an aka name for [JN10].



HOOVERSVILLE REFORMED CEMETERY     [QU07]

This cemetery name and data appears in the on-line cemetery lists for Quemahoning Twp..
However it is an aka name [aka SD09] for a cemetery of this name in Shade Twp.



HOLY FAMILY ROMAN CATHOLIC CEMETERY     [QU08]

This cemetery name  appears in the on-line cemetery lists for Quemahoning Twp.. However it is
an aka name [aka SD08] for a cemetery of this name in Shade Twp.







































































































MT. TABOR REFORMED CHURCH     [QU11]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but without any data. It is
an aka name for [QU09].



PLEASANTDALE     [QU12]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but without any data. It
does not exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations.



P.O.S. of A. CEMETERY     [QU13]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township. It is an aka name for a
cemetery of this name in Shade Twp. [SD21].



ROGER (David) FARM CEMETERY     [QU14]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but with no data. It does
not exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations.



SLICK FAMILY CEMETERY     [QU15]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but with no data. It does
not exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations.

SLICK FAMILY (S.E.) CEMETERY     [QU16]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but with no data. It does
not exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations. It may be an aka name for [QU15].



St. THOMAS LUTHERAN CEMETERY     [QU17]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but with no data. It is an
aka name for this cemetery in Paint Twp. [PT19].





STAHL (Nathan) FARM CEMETERY     [QU19]

This cemetery appears in the on-line list for Quemahoning township, but with no data. It does
not exist in the W.P.A. and DRF compilations.













































































































































SELL  CEMETERY     [QU24]

This cemetery does appear in the on-line list for Quemahoning township., but with no data. It
does exist in the W.P.A. but not in the DRF compilation. It may have been added to the W.P.A.
listings after the DRF work was done.
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